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Can a captivating undergrad with alien inclinations find love among humans? That is the mind-bending
question posed to Brynn Taylor, a hardworking, tenderhearted college student who accidentally awakens the
extraterrestrial within her-while igniting her own conflicting passions and alien purpose. For the Love of
Brynn, Nancy LeBrun's wildly imaginative, hot-blooded sci-fi novel, will forever turn the notion of one true
love on its planetary axis. With equal parts far-flung fantasy and good-old-fashioned romance, this steamy and
transporting novel tells the incredible tale of young Brynn Taylor, who for twenty-two years enjoyed life in
the resort town of Virginia Beach. When she swerves her car to avoid hitting a deer, life as she knows it
changes in ways a mere human could never fathom.
What emerges inside her very mind is Irdra, a Golyte who has just made the transformation to Brynn's lost
life. Golytes-aliens who have lived below the surface of the planet for thousands of years-may choose to
transition into human form. Now part of a new species known as Golmans, Irdra has lost her memory due to
the brain injury she suffered in the car accident, and now only recognizes herself as Brynn. With no
knowledge of her Golyte past, she begins to hear a single voice in her head.
Brynn finds herself both deeply unsettled by this intrusion and inexplicably drawn to the mysterious intruder,

called Gavin. In fact, she has fallen hopely in love with this drop-dead gorgeous and utterly dashing man. Can
Brynn be true to the love of her life-while answering a moral call that transcends her human form? The
perplexing, polygamous world of Golytes forces Brynn to confront conflicts of the heart that make for an
always absorbing, frequently steamy foray into new worlds. From girls' night out in Virginia Beach to
submerged oceanic stations, For the Love of Brynn is certain to resonate with anyone seeking a fantastical
escape that connects hearts and life forms.

